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When you love what you do, you want to make the most out of every opportunity you get to 

enjoy it. If you’re a hunter, that means investing in practice, preparation, and gear that won’t 

let you down, even in the most extreme circumstances. 

 

 
 

Pnuma Outdoors is the hunting clothing brand dedicated hunters trust when the stakes are 

high. By combining revolutionary fabrics, innovative technology, and rugged craftsmanship, 

Pnuma Outdoors works to provide top-quality gear, by hunters, for hunters. 

 

But Pnuma Outdoors goes beyond clothing. They also produce equipment and accessories to 

give you a competitive edge over your quarry. Check out this list of four vital Pnuma Outdoor 

shunting accessories every hunter should have. 

 

The Durable Chisos Day Pack 

 

No matter where you hunt or what type of game you’re after, you need a day pack that will 

exceed expectations when it comes to durability, utility, and comfort. That’s why Pnuma 

Outdoors developed the Chisos Day Pack.  

 

With water-repellent zippers to keep your gear safe and plenty of pockets to help you stay 

organized, the Chisos Day Pack from Pnuma Outdoors is ideal for everything from quick 

scouting trips to multi-day excursions. 

 

https://pnumaoutdoors.com/
https://pnumaoutdoors.com/


The Innovative Bino+ Tech Harness 

 

For serious hunting trips, you need much more than a standard bino harness. The Bino+ Tech 

Harness from Pnuma Outdoors features a durable outer shell, waterproof coating, and 

structured compartment to keep your optics and electronics secure.  

 

This harness is fully adjustable, so you won’t have to worry about any loose straps getting in 

your way. Thanks to the torso straps that allow some flex as you move, this harness fits easily 

over your favorite puffy jacket, hoodie, or coat. 

 

The Stealthy Recon Balaclava 

 

The most valuable hunting gear keeps you concealed and ready at that crucial moment, which 

is why hunters depend on the Recon Balaclava from Pnuma Outdoors. 

 

It’s comfortable no matter the conditions, plus it’s light enough to layer beneath a warm hat. 

This indispensable piece of hunting camo clothing features Pnuma Outdoors’ proprietary Caza 

Camo, allowing you to remain undetected as your prey approaches. 

 

The Secure Pnuma Dry Bag 

 

For storage on the go, there’s no better solution than the Pnuma Dry Bag. Featuring rip stop 

fabric for durability, this waterproof bag is film-lined and with fully taped seams. 

 

The reinforced roll top closure makes it easy to roll this bag and allows it to hold its shape. 

Quickly pack it down when the day dries out, or deploy it on short notice when Mother Nature 

takes you by surprise. 

 

Discover all sorts of innovative, reliable hunting gear from Pnuma Outdoors at 

https://pnumaoutdoors.com/  

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/48MD5Pi 
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